6 Pitfalls of AI Projects &

How to Avoid Them

Your Future Depends on How
Well You Manage AI Risks
Your future depends on how successfully you can
apply AI to your business challenges, not just for
hyper-automation, but across the board. Your
success depends, in part, on how well you
manage AI risks.
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Automation Initiatives
Contain AI Risks
 

That means you need to communicate clearly
with your hyper-automation vendors and AI
partners to make sure you’ve got the right
information at the start, and that you not only
know the risks for your specific project, but also
figure out ways to manage them ahead of time.
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AI is Not an Option,
it's Table Stakes
Computer Vision

The use of AI-based solutions for
hyper-automation and intelligent data
processing are poised to become table stakes
across industries over the next few years. 


Hyper-automation promises to speed innovation
and differentiate the businesses able to put it to
work. It’s made possible through applied AI, and
solutions that use computer vision, text
analytics, and predictive capabilities.


Text Analytics

Predictive Capabilities
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Beware
Beware of
of These
These 6
6 AI
AI Pitfalls
Pitfalls
But betting on AI is still far from a sure thing. Plenty
can go wrong. That’s why it’s so important to keep
your finger on the pulse of your AI-based
hyper-automation projects. 



Here are the top pitfalls to avoid, and best
practices to help you succeed:
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1

Siloing Your Strategies

AI

Some enterprises fall into the trap of thinking AI and
digital strategy are separate elements, and manage
each in its own direction. But that’s not the case.
Rather, AI is a tool that you can use to reach broader
strategic goals. 

 

Do this instead: Leading firms connect or embed AI
within their digitial strategies. Consider your strategy
with AI instead of a strategy for AI. Identify your most
urgent or important business challenges and ask
yourself if they require AI. If they do, consider if you
have the data that AI needs to tackle them.
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2 Lack of Direction
You’ve got the tools and the data, but no idea where to
focus. Some enterprises aren’t sure which problem they
should be looking to solve. They start with a lot of data
and let machine learning work backwards -- identifying
a problem that fits their solution, as opposed to the
other way around. AI needs your help to produce
meaningful output.

 

Do this instead: Start by focusing AI on a well-defined
problem that you know will be valuable to solve. Let’s
say your strategy is to digitize all processes to be agile,
scalable and cost-efficient, as well as to create a great
customer experience. You have processes that depend
on data in complex documents, but can only extract it
manually. With the right tools, AI can extract the data
so you can fully digitize these processes.
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3 Failure to Integrate
Adopting AI takes a team, and a plan. Similar to when
you deploy CRM, ERP or a chatbot, enterprises can’t
skip the mapping step. Jumping right into AI without
taking the time to look at how AI will change a business
and people’s roles means you’ll miss out on the bulk of
its benefits, and also how it can help you reach your
goals. 

 

Do this instead: Zoom in on business outcomes and
consider how AI will change processes to achieve them,
as well as people’s workloads. AI can make your
processes faster. As it does, you’ll want to take
advantage of that speed and use the bandwidth it
frees up to reallocate resources and get workers
focused where they’re needed most.
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4 Ignoring the Insights
Insights that fall on deaf ears aren’t very valuable.
Even a well-designed and technically well-deployed AI
solution that aligns with business processes can
generate powerful insights that don’t get used by the
business. Nothing will tank your ROI faster. Often,
behavior needs to change to take full advantage of AI.  

 

Do this instead: Consider how your organization will
use and consume AI over the long haul. It’s helpful to
put a plan in place to automate processes, and to
make sure those processes are fed with the maximum
amount of data available from documents regardless
of their complexity. Make sure the insights you have
generated are used to drive better business outcomes.
Don't leave insights hanging. They can transform your
business if you put them to work.
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5 Static Skill Sets
Strong IT skills don’t always seamlessly translate into
strong AI skills. Building, deploying, and operating AI
takes a different skill set than traditional software
solutions. It takes the right team -- and skill sets -- to
successfully put your AI processes to work. That
means that without some careful thought, your team
and technology might not be appropriately aligned. 

 

Do this instead: Make sure you understand the
specialized capabilities required so you can decide
where to use vendors and where you want to build
internal capacity.
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6 Flawed Data Dependency
You may have enough data, or you may not. The data
may be in the wrong form for your systems. Data issues
are often a bottleneck for AI projects. Low quality and
inaccurate data create problems for AI models. Bad data
can lead you down the wrong path, away from getting
meaningful work done.

 

Do this instead: Understanding your ability to access
data, the quality of that data, and how you will manage
the data is key, as is considering if some of it is locked in
unstructured sources. Know your data and assume
nothing.
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